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First Electric Daisy Carnival in Las Vegas

The event benefited from imaginative staging and effective crowd control.

LAS VEGAS — The Electric Daisy Carnival
has been staged for 15 years, and the biggest
one by far — besting even Coachella’s attendance with some 250,000 visitors to the Las Vegas Motor Speedway — took place June 24-26,
without any major incidents marring the fun.
Producer Forrest Hunt, Pasquale Rotella,
CEO of Insomniac Events, production manager Alyxzander Bear and a design team that
included show designer and director Stephen
Lieberman of SJ Lighting put on a three-night
show that was not only safe, but also likely to
bring crowds coming back for future raves.
The event included five performance stages, carnival rides and art installations, turning

NKOTBSB Tours with LED-Lined
Catwalk, Staging Elements
NEW YORK — Production designer
Butch Allen opted for fixtures much newer
than the decades-old hits being performed
with NKOTBSB, this year’s reunion with
1990s boy bands New Kids on the Block
and Backstreet Boys. Allen is using 79 GLP
Volkslicht Zoom LED Spots to line the
155-foot-long staging elements designed
by Tait Towers, which include a 91-foot-long
catwalk.
Allen chose the fixtures for their compact size, low weight, bright output, and
he’s using them as “footlights, to carve the
space out around the audience.” He also
credited the fixtures for variable beam size
— from 10 to 26 degrees; fast pan and tilt
movement; ease of trucking and setup/
tear down. “They are incredibly fast, and the
zoom is everything you could want,” Allen
said. “There is a white mode which is particularly useful.”
The reunion tour also reunited Allen
with Jesse Blevins (associate designer)
and Ray Woodbury (creative director), all
of whom had collaborated No Doubt’s
2009 tour, with Blevins serving as lighting
board operator and programmer this time
around.
“The Volkslichts offer a lot of light in a
very small package…the pan/tilt is not only
extremely fast but also very accurate, the
color mixing of the LED is as good as any I
have seen and the dimmer curve is great
— giving a very even fade from zero to full,”
added Blevins. “The white LED also has as
much punch as the RGB.”
Epic Production Technologies, which
now has 110 Volkslicht Zooms in its inventory, provided the gear.

the 1,000-acre racetrack into the largest electronic dance music festival in the United States.
Lieberman was tasked with designing all
of the five performance spaces, using a wide
assortment of fixtures from Clay Paky, Coemar,
Color Kinetics, GLP, High End Systems, Martin
and Vari-Lite. All were controlle d by grandMA
consoles at each stage.
The main stage, featuring international
DJs Tiësto and Paul Oakenfold, was built by
Mountain Productions with lighting and video
provided by AG Light & Sound and lasers by
Lightwave International.
At 250 feet wide and 80 feet tall, the stage
was the largest that Lieberman has ever designed. “It was massive, jaw-dropping and visually devastating,” he recalls, bigger even than the
mammoth stage at the Ultra Music Fest in Miami.
“Mountain built its stage 10 feet higher to accommodate the design.”
The live stage hosted the majority of the live
acts for the festival, including Plastikman, Röyksopp and Empire of the Sun. “Changeovers and
backline all had to be considered throughout the
design,” Lieberman points out. “Since the entire
stage needed to be loaded out in 12 hours, we

decided to use a truck stage with the scaffold
design on the wings to expand the perspective.”
The live stage structure was built by Kleege
Industries, with lighting by Felix Lighting, video
by Global Trend Productions and lasers by Lightwave. Simon Barrington was the programmer.
Also at the main stage, eps america constructed a long passageway of its GIGS barricade
from the stage to the front of house, creating a
protected zone for cables and the huge security
staff. In total, eps america supplied more than
1,500 feet of black and silver crash barricades.
The Circuit Grounds stage extended 500
feet over the crowd and sported 200-foot wide
arches climbing to 70 feet at their apex. A clamshell truss structure was built over the stage to
support independently-flown LED screens and
lighting elements.
“Building this stage was a tremendous undertaking in terms of engineering and actual
construction,” says Lieberman. “It was impossible
not to be overwhelmed when approaching this
area and getting a sense of the scale of it.” Patrick
Dierson handled programming and lighting direction for this stage.
The Undocumented stage, a self-climber
with a massive scaffold design in the wings,
hosted top acts such as Skrillex and MSTRKRFT.
Eighteen custom video and lighting pods highlighted the stage design. Each pod contained
LC panels backed with a luminaire to punch
through. Scaffold towers were lined with 37mm
LED video screens. The design also arranged LED
video screens to be placed on stage, on the DJ
façade and downstage.
The fifth stage, a unique configuration
known as the Bass Pod, was dubbed The Wheel
of Death. It took the shape of a 30-foot circle
truss set vertically with a 10-foot truss centered
with six spokes. “The design was based on the
atomic symbol,” says Lieberman. “The DJ booth
was placed inside the circle, and the entire back
surface was a video screen. With all of the radial
patterns built into the design it was almost guaranteed that your eyeballs would be spinning after standing in front of the stage for a bit!”
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@jhdesynz
John Hathcock

- always start the gig with your notepad,
a good writing pen, a laptop/iPad, and your
favorite form of caffeine. #LX140

@andylampy
Andy Taylor
- There’s no luxury without lux #LX140

@NolaMarcus
Markus Stanley
- Never go on site without a c-wrench, a
roll of e-tape, and a candy bar to keep the LD
calm. #LX140

@C_Chauche
Colin Chauche
- Don’t assume it works before you
hang it. #LX140

@afgld
Andrew F. Griffin
- Make every plot, focus, tech, every
design an opportunity you can learn from.
If there is nothing to learn, you’re doing it
wrong. #LX140
We are always looking for more quick tips. Add yours via
twitter with the hashtag #LX140 or email them to lx140@
plsn.com
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